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See Johannes Kreidler's 'Outsource' (https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/tempo/article/outsourcing-progress-on-conceptual-music/
FADFEEFA96AFB7AC6AFE01C6D9D1A3C0) wherin the composer 'allegedly' outsources the work of composing a piece of music in the style of
music that he has already composed to that point for the purposes of a paid commission. Research into this project shows that the outsourcing 
itself never occcured, being fabricated for conceptual purposes.

■Number: 2 Author: phm 
Shifting locus of transgression 

Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 6:23:45 PM 

■Number: 3 Author: phm Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 7:12:11 PM
What relationship does astroturfing bear to duration? The parallel of shifting sites of political import from the individual motivationintention to
the economic imperative is the same at that described here with regards to duration. How is sustainability of movement organization and protest
changed in a shift from individual imperative to economic imperative. Financialization of political agency.

li!Number: 4 

li!Number: 5 

Author: phm 

Author: phm 

Subject: Underline Date: 5/24/2020 6:45:25 PM 

Subject: Underline Date: 5/24/2020 6:45:37 PM 

JR: The financialization of political agency is key. Long durational performance is kind of "brute force" hacking: using sheer will, stamina to break 
through to meaning/importance. political protest relies on the same dynamic, brute force duration to break-through to political agency. by converting 
this stamina to a simple one time payment, each protest becomes converted to a time-spent = money equation. 
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Author: phm Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 6:45:49 PM 

■Number: 3 Author: phm Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 6:23:23 PM 
Fanciful thought: Tino Sehgal as an inverse character of Surkov ... 

■Number: 4 Author: phm Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 6:22:43 PM
Erosion of equation between liveness and authenticity. Erosion of residual attachment to the idea of an original or ideal performance. The
'interpreters' in Sehgal's situation perform disinterestedness (depersonalization). What might a self-ironic, purposefully depersonalized form of 
political protest look like, and be capable of acheiving, if anything? Could it be a potential counter to the spectacular nature of paid, astroturfed 
protest. Thinking of silent protests, in relation to the 'wilting' performance in Sehgal's situation. A type of inexplicably rule-based or instruction
based (formal) group reactivity that purposefully confoundes, or resists easy calssification and categorization.

■Number: 5 Author: phm 
Theatre of the Oppressed 

Subject: Highlight Date: 5/24/2020 6:27:30 PM 

JR: Love Number 3 haha, inverse character indeed

Number 4: maybe something along the lines of the "meta-scam" were you use an oppressive structure to it's own disadvantage by forcing use of 
materials (Uber drivers submitting massive amounts of legal challenges to overload system): https://rhizome.org/editorial/2020/apr/01/the-art-of-
the-meta-scam/ .... In an IRL setting, perhaps it would be something like joining a paid-protest org like crowds on demand, and then going to a 
protest and revealing your payment source? definite relation to the wilting performance with the silent protest, back to corrupted leader as they walk 
in. this makes me think of punk rock performers who turn their back to the crowd in a statement of rejecting celebrity/social norms.





JR: Interesting, i wonder if these performance inspired Surkov's "reveal" factor...



_______________________________________



JR: yes, exactly. astroturfing is essentially doing the same thing, no? a universalizability through finacialization of political 
agency. anyone can abstract/reduce a political issue for the right price.

also, interesting tangent here with the use of pop music as a form for global violence. this is mirrored in the use of pop music, 
heavy metal as method of sleep deprivation torture by US in war in the middle east.
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Cross-pollination and friction and refractive lenses onto group perception and ideology. 

JR: plus, the directors manipulation of events to suit predetermined narrative.





JR: demonstrates how political theater serves to increase partisanship, performance of political ideals makes 
both sides further entrenched.





JR: Delagated performance as a Luxury game is an interesting connection, a lot of the astroturfing instances (Trump speech, Tea party, 
Devos) tend towards a kind of decadences or middle-class suburban aesthetic, wedge issues, political hobbie, NIMBY, greenwashing.
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Also worth contemplating the function of repeatability in the context of protest. 

JR: Indeed, astroturfing is more repeatable, as it happens on demand, to script. where as actual grassroots activism is spontaneous, hard to 
catalyze, ephemeral, and perhaps more potent because of this?

JR: also interesting to see the Marina Abramovic's piece in this context as it has now become a big piece of QAnon/Pizzagate lore.





Hard to say what the failure metric would be, if an astroturf is revealed to be fake this only heightens the effect. perhaps making 
astroturf work frowned upon in the acting world would disintivize the practice? Also, with the anti-lockdown protests, the protesters 
are genuinely supportive of the political goal, but their information flow injected with astroturfed messages, so that's another layer.

The outsourcing parallels are interesting, as this business practice started happening around the same time as Surkov's astroturfing 
campaigns, and various astroturfed movements in the US. Like a global slide towards facade, denial of our role in politics/capitalism?

The theater time vs gallery time makes me think of David Levine's comparison of protester time investment vs paid-protestor 
immediate payout. By shifting the time a performance/protest takes place you shift the amount of investment? emotional content?





JR: Re: Number 1: this finalization of protesting could lead to rivals insurance companies paying protesters to riot/burn down their  
rival's clients store. someone already hypothesized that competing app-based companies like rideshare will try to encourage thier 
rival's employees to unionize, thus weakening their profit margin.. the more protesting/activism/advocacy resembles a market, the 
more it devolves into a zero-sum game, lower return on investment?

Re: Number 2: this tension of individual scapegoat vs obfuscation of context is operating in astroturfism as a kind of intentional 
context collapse / context creation, encouraging people to focus on the individual paid actors, and then create a new systemic politic 
from their action: "look at these people protesting the shutdowns, must be a lot of support for reopening" - or the inverse, when 
opponents try to characterize actual protesters as paid actors: "look at all these paid protesters, they are only doing this to make 
things good/bad for X politician"





JR: a mutual imbrication of economy and protest: resissance?



















JR: Re: 1,2 - running counter, opposition attempts to de-legitimize protest by casting amateurs as professionals/paid. "fetishistic 
disavowel"

Re: I think we are seeing this qualitative approach to the crowd happening in real time where people are trying to make judgments 
about "good protesters" and "bad rioters" (a low-res analysis of motives, validation metrics for activism (people have a right to be very 
angry)) or "real organizers" and "fake alt-right organizers leading people astray" (which is probably development as long it doesn't 
lead to badjacketing / counter-solidarity)



________________________________
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JR: Final thoughts, the invention of delegated performance seems to have had similar effects as crowds-on-demand, 
astroturfing: heighten the contradictions and shortcomings of hierarchal system in a space that purports to be 
egalitarian (gallery, democratic commons). In fine-art the practice is used intentionally to draw attention to these 
contradictions, although sometimes the strategy backfires and the performance becomes simply exploitative rather than a 
critique of exploitation. In politics, the strategy has a similar effect in Russian protest theater: to undermine itself and 
create disillusionment. In the west, it is used more covertly, so seeks to become invisible, like the artist in some of these 
works, the true motives melt away and the spectacle is center-stage. 

Other connections: 

The BDSM angle is something, turning market relations of exploitation into a fetish. i feel it relates to astroturfing, just 
don't know how. maybe these political protest theaters are like an inversion, where the opposite of neoliberal 
dispossession of political agency is turned into a fetish of exploitation, it's like the market logic subsuming it's opposite. 
with human's as avatars.

I think a take away from this could be: as with delegated performance, it doesn't matter who is paying people to act a 
certain way, just what the content of the act is. So, who cares that all of Donald Trump's crowd is paid, the doesn't change 
the fact that the political content is horrible. idk? have to think on that one some more




